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I’m a machine
I’m here to build levels

















THE MUSIC
(Makes the people come together, yeah!)



Choir 1 Choir 2Song/Melody Option 3: FinaleSong/Melody Option 1: DramaSong/Melody Option 2: LightBackground Loop
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SONG 1



Choir Choir

Song/Melody Option 3: Finale

Song/Melody Option 1: Drama

Song/Melody Option 2: Light

Example Level 

Background Loop

Action Sounds: e.g. Stones falling
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Choir Choir

Song/Melody Option 3: Finale

Song/Melody Option 1: Drama

Song/Melody Option 2: Light

Trigger Box:
Triggers sound or loop when 
player flies through it

Example Level 

Background Loop

Action Sounds: e.g. Stones falling
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Too much game for the apps Category
(Home of the KIDS section)



FREE TO START



opportunities
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Too much game for the apps Category



NOT ENOUGH GAME FOR THE GAMES Category



How to position a game for non-gamer?







FREE? PAID? WHAT? RIP OFF!





*****
BLEFF!

If the game contains things for a fee, say so! 
You don't have to joke! 

This game is just a tomato!



*****
Money Trap!

Need to spend money to proceed after 3-5 chapters. 
Unnecessary, I wasted my internet



*****
Rip Off!

If a game is paid tell immediately! No, you do believe that it's free then you play the 
first few levels and then if I want to continue I have to pay



*****
What a pity

You need to pay to unlock the full game. 
Too bad the mobile games went that way.



*****
Attention. Paid!

really this game is amazing, i love the visuals, the music and i love the vibe 
altogether.

i really dont want to spend money for something that you shouldnt be paying for. 
all im asking is to let us PLAY FOR FREE. 

Sincearly, a player with high hopes





-50%



Premium



*****
Awesome

The music, plot, setting, and aesthetic are riveting, gorgeous, 
hauntingly ethereal, and carry a sweetened purity in 

their simplicity that you simply don’t see in many forms of 
media these days. It offers a sort of shelter and peace from 

all the bustle of life, especially with headphones and a lost heart. 
It can make any day one of bliss, peace, and enlightening 
beauty with it’s message of friendship, hope, and love.

A definite play, sure to make you cry.

*****
Absolutely Stunning

To have such a nice concept and then 
transform into something so calming 
and beautiful is remarkable, Great job!

*****
Amazing

This is a stunningly beautiful game with a slow 
(but not infuriatingly so) scrolling action and 

incredible music to match the wonderful environment. 
It’s definitely a world of 

magic and relaxation without boredom. 

*****
A World Of Magic Indeed

This is seriously one of the best games 
I’ve ever seen on a phone. The graphics 
and music are amazing, and the gameplay 
is just hard enough to be interesting 

without being overly frustrating. 
Well done!



From the graphics to the music 
to the game play stupendous. 

This type of excellence should be the default standard 
of games in the App Store.

I will happily pay for more of the same. 

*****
Best Game In The App Store

I absolutely love this! Beautiful and easy to play. 
I turned the music up and found myself transported to a 

wonderful world of darkness and light! 
Anyone expecting a copy of the Badlands game 

might be disappointed but to me, it is a perfect little game 
to forget the stresses of the world and lose myself 

for a while. A big thumbs up and a thank you 
to everyone involved in this game from me! 

*****
Beacon Of Light In The Darkness

Reminds me of being a wide eye child being 
read a book by my mum about fairy’s and feeling 

like magic existed. For anyone who’s read A Necklace 
of raindrops the game reminds me of jan piencowskis

fantastic illustrations that were a masterpiece. 
If you haven’t read this book and have kids (or don’t 😃) 

it’s a classic. The voice over for this game 
although quite child-like I loved, so peaceful, well done.

*****
Beautiful And Calming

This game is just simply superb! And if i have to be honest, 
this is the best game i have ever played! I love it!!!! 

The music is so relaxing and i feel like im in the game 
and the way the narrator talks to you is so smoothing. 😌. 

The levels are gorgeous and it looks like reality! 
Best game in the world 🌍! 
Please make more like this!!! 

*****
5 Stars And Another Million



*****

WOW WOW WOW Download it!

I suffer from anxiety and panic attacks and omggggggg this app helps me so much to de-stress.
It also prevents some of my panic attacks so thank you so much!!!!!!  





GROWING UP
IS GIVING UP
GROWING UP
IS GIVING UP


